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ABSTRACT
An ontology expresses a common understanding of a domain that serves as a basis of communication between people
or systems, and enables knowledge sharing, reuse of domain knowledge, reasoning and thus problem solving. In
Technology-Enhanced Learning, especially in Intelligent Tutoring Systems and Adaptive Learning Environments,
ontologies serve as the basis of adaptivity and personalization. For mathematics learning and similarly structured domains,
ontologies and their usage for adaptive learning are well understood and established. This contribution presents an ontology
for the industrial shop floor (the area of a factory where operatives assemble products) and illustrates its usage in several
learning services.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An ontology expresses a common understanding of a domain that serves as a basis of communication
between people or systems. It enables knowledge sharing, reuse of domain knowledge, reasoning and thus
problem solving (Chandrasekaran, 1999). In Technology-Enhanced Learning, especially in Intelligent Tutoring
Systems and Adaptive Learning Environments, ontologies serve as the basis of the domain model, which is the
basis for adaptivity and personalization. In highly structured domains such as mathematics, physics and
computer science, ontologies with the aim of supporting learning are well understood and several examples
exist. This has enabled a large body of research. For instance, ActiveMath (Melis, et al., 2001) is a web-based
learning environment for Mathematics that creates on the learners’ demand courseware adapted with respect
to their knowledge state and learning goals. Similarly, the physic tutor Andes generates problems specifically
targeted to the individual learner in order to achieve the best possible learning gain (VanLehn, et al., 2005).
Without a domain ontology, such advanced adaptive features would not be possible.
In the domain of the shop floor (the area of a factory where operatives assemble products) no such ontology
exists, despite the high relevance of technology-supported learning for industry. Today’s workplace on the
shop floor is highly demanding (Mavrikios, Papakostas, Mourtzis, & Chryssolouris, 2013). The employee is
under constant pressure to solve problems occurring on the shop floor as fast as possible, and simultaneously
to improve his work-related knowledge, skills, and capabilities. Yet, research on the potential of adaptive
learning on the shop floor is rare. Given the progress in other domains, we suspect that one reason is that the
groundwork, in the form of descriptions of the central concepts of the domain to be learned, and how they are
interrelated, is still missing. This paper addresses this short-coming by describing an ontology that represents
entities on the shop floor relevant from a pedagogical perspective. The following section describes related work
in this area, followed by an account of the central concepts and their relations (Section 3) and an illustration of
its benefits by examples of adaptive services that make use of it (Section 4). The conclusion (Section 5)
discusses the problem of scalable application of the proposed ontology and suggest a possible solution.

2. RELATED WORK
The relevance of educational technology in supporting workers in manufacturing (Mavrikios, Papakostas,
Mourtzis, & Chryssolouris, 2013) as well the potential of smart and adaptive environment for workplace-based
learning (Koper, 2014) have been clearly recognized. However, most existing work has focused on very
specific areas, such as assembly, in order to increase process quality (Stoessel, Wiesbeck, Stork, Zaeh, &
Schuboe, 2008) (Stork, Stößel, & Schubö, 2008), collaboration between machine and operator (Sebanz,
Bekkering, & Knoblich, 2006) (Lenz, et al., 2008), control (Bannat, et al., 2009) or monitoring (Stork genannt
Wersborg, Borgwardt, & Diepold, 2009). Recent work investigated how to use data from factory-wide sensor
networks to control information flow so that cognitive overload of employees can be avoided (Lindblom &
Thorvald, 2014) or how to display the data in a way that workers’ satisfaction is increased (Arena & Perdikakis,
2015).
Research in the Semantic Web has led to formalizations that enable distributed ontologies, easily linked
and reused (Allemang & Hendler, 2008). In the area of manufacturing, prior work has investigated informal
classifications of universal, shop-level, and machine-level knowledge (Shah & Mäntylä, 1995) and ontologies
for very restricted areas such as toolpath planning (Xu, Wang, & Rong, 2006) or fixture design (Ameri &
Summers, 2008). The SemProM project has taken wider approach, representing all information collected
during the lifespan of a product (Wahlster, 2013). In contrast to the limited work on ontologies stands a plethora
of standards and specifications. The technical committee ISO/TC 184 for instance, has published more than
800 ISO standards that describe different aspects of automation systems and integration. These, however, have
a very technical focus, and none we have seen is on the required level of abstraction for learning on the shop
floor. What is required is a focused domain description, which focuses on the learning needs of the operators.
The potential of such descriptions has been shown for generating assembling instructions automatically from
product lifecycle data (Stoessel, Wiesbeck, Stork, Zaeh, & Schuboe, 2008), for supporting the transfer of
practical knowledge (Blümling & Reithinger, 2015), as well as for providing manufacturing assembly
assistance (Alm, Aehnelt, & Urban, 2015). However, none of this work has described the employed ontologies
in sufficient detail to judge their general applicability nor to enable reuse.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE ONTOLOGY
The ontology serves as a blueprint to describe the general concepts (also called types, in the following
highlighted in bold font) relevant for teaching and learning on the shop floor. Figure 1 gives an overview of
the type hierarchy of the ontology.
The highest level of the ontology distinguishes between the types state, organizational unit, production
item, function, and process model entity.
The state describes the state of a domain entity. It distinguishes between machine state, which describes
the state of a production machine (defined below), and software state, which describes the state of a software.
Both types of states have a priority, indicating their severity (10, highly critical, to 1, not critical) and can be
further divided into specific sub-states (adapted from (Kasikci, 2010)):
 Up state is the state of a machine characterized by the fact that it can perform a required function,
with the specializations operating state, which describes when a machine is performing as
required, and idle state, which describes a machine which is in an up-state and non-operating,
during non-required time.
 Disabled state is the state of a machine characterized by its inability to perform a required
function, for any reason. It has the specializations external disabled state, for describing a
machine in an up-state, but lacking required external resources or is disabled due to planned
actions other than maintenance, and internal disabled state, the state of a machine characterized
by an inability to perform a required function.
The type organizational unit and its specializations allows to describe the structure of a company, from
the top-most unit organization, to location, department, department unit, workplace unit, workplace,
down to employee.

Figure 1. Overview of the type hierarchy of the ontology

The type production item describes entities used for or created during the production of goods. Its
specializations are:
 Equipment: Equipment includes the entire technical apparatus used during production as well as
property (plot of land), buildings, etc. In contrast to materials, equipment is not consumed. It has
the specializations building, plot of land, accessory (a mechanical device that supports the

production process, but does not perform the production itself.), and production machine (a
stationary device directly involved in the production process.).
 Produced artifact: The marketed object that is the result of the production process, with the
specializations subassembly, semi-finished product, product, and part.
 Material: Materials are physical entities consumed in the production of the finished product, with
the specializations consumable, auxiliary material, and raw material.
The type processmodel entity represents types required for describing processes that occur in the target
domain. Its subtypes are
 Process: A sequence of states, which is triggered by an event and leads to a final state. The
ontology distinguishes between domain process (overarching process performed for the
realization of the product, such as the production process and business process) and course of
action (a process that is performed by a human, such as a work procedure).
 Process element: The states of the process, such as an action (for course of action) or a
production step (for the production process).
The final type is task, which describes the task of human operator such as maintenance, repair, and
operations or management.
Relations (also called properties) specify how the instances interrelate. Some of the properties only apply
to specific types (written in bold font below), while others apply to several of the types (non-bold font). The
following list describes the intended meaning of the relation (all nouns refer to types of the ontology):
 requires: a machine state requires a procedure.
 produces: a production step produces a produced artifact
 executes: a production machine executes a production step
 has part: expresses that some entity is part of another entity. This relation can be applied to many
of the types.
 has task: an employee has tasks
 has step: a process ‘has the step’ process element
 has state: a production machine has a machine state
 has procedure: a task has a procedure (meaning that a task can be achieved by following a
series of actions).
 is part of: the inverse relation of has part
 realizes: a production machine realizes a production process.

4. USAGE OF THE ONTOLOGY
This section illustrates how the ontology is used by several software services to support workplaceintegrated learning. The services have been implemented in the APPsist architecture, which consists of mobile,
context-sensitive and intelligent-adaptive assistance systems for knowledge and action support on the shop
floor (Ullrich, et al., 2015). APPsist provides assistance to the human operator in solving problem by guidance
through step-by-step instructions and provision of relevant documents. It also suggests content (learning
materials, user manuals, other documents) relevant for medium- and long-term development goals to the
operator.

4.1. Domain Modeling
The foremost usage of the ontology is to build up a domain model, i.e., a formal representation of the shop
floor at a specific site of a company. This requires to specify instances (in the following highlighted in bold
font) of the types. For example, if we were to say that Lenovo in its production department P1 in Guandong
produces the laptop X, then we had to create the instance Lenovo of the concept organization, the instance
Guandong of location, the instance P1 of department, and the instance X of product. Using the property
produces, one can specify that X is produced in P1.
In APPsist, the ontology was used to define the domain models representing three different companies,
ranging from small- over medium- to large-sized: The small-sized company produces complex customer-

specific tools and devices for car manufacturers and their suppliers. The APPsist pilot learning scenario focuses
on installation and use of devices (milling machines). The medium-sized company produces customer-specific
welding and assembly lines for car manufacturers. The pilot scenario focuses on error diagnosis and correction
in the customer-specific machines. The large-sized company produces pneumatic and electric controllers for
the automation of assembly-lines, which are used in customer-specific products as well as in their own
production. The pilot scenario focuses on maintenance and repair, in particular outages (replacement of
adhesives).
If a domain model is stored in a database, then it can be queried to retrieve information. In APPsist, the
ontology and its instantiation are stored in a semantic database that allows queries involving reasoning. For
instance, by following the appropriate relations, a query might return all produced products in a given location,
even if that information is not specified directly. This functionality is a prerequisite of several of the following
services.

4.2. Content Metadata
The types and instantiations of the ontology can be used to describe available content, such as learning
materials, documentation (user manuals, programming handbooks), and order-related information (parts lists,
wiring diagrams). Specifically, it allows to specify the production items a piece of content refers to, the targetaudience, etc. Other services, as described below, will use this information to perform information retrieval
tasks in different contexts.

4.3. Machine Information
The machines on the shop floor use a multitude of sensors for managing the production process. Some of
the sensor values are relevant for triggering actions of the human operators, especially in case of machine states
that result in stopping the production process. However, the low-level senor data is too specific to be interpreted
by support software. In APPsist, a machine information service translates the sensor data into instances of the
type machine state and propagates the instances to the supporting services. This way, the learning supporting
services can be set up to react to high-level, abstract machine states and thus can be more easily reused with
new machines.

4.4. Content and Procedure Selection
If available content and the situation of the shop floor are described using the terms specified in the
ontology, then that information can be used to select content suited for both assistance and knowledge building
processes. For instance, the content selector service in APPsist uses a set of rules that are applied when a
production machine gives an error state. The rules inspect the organizational units to determine which
employees are assigned to the production machine, and uses information specified about the relevant
production items to find content relevant for the employee in the specific situation. Analogous to the content
selection, the procedure selection service recommends work procedures to be performed by the employee
based on the current situation on the shop floor.
The rules used by the two services are abstract in the sense that they perform their reasoning on the ontology
and do not encode information about the specific company in which they are used (the instances of the domain).
Thus, they are transferable between companies. They thereby implement knowledge analogous to what a
trainer or instructor possesses: given a specific set of circumstances, a trainer knows how to help the learner.
Figure 2 contains a screenshot in which the APPsist system shows a selection of content relevant to the current
context and user. The top row contains the main menu showing the available tabs, with the currently opened
tab (“Vertiefung” meaning “consolidating content”) being highlighted. The main screen below shows two work
content items the system determined to be relevant to the employee in the current situation (“Montageprozess
in der Roboterzelle” meaning “assembling process of the roboter station” and “MPS Station Roboter Sicherheitshinweise” meaning “MPS station robot – security notes”). If the employees selects one of the work
procedures, she will see the corresponding item. The other relevant tab is the first from the right (“Assistance”
meaning “assistance”), which provides access to work procedures relevant to the current situation.

Figure 2: Screenshot showing recommended content

5. CONCLUSION
The contribution of this paper is an ontology that captures the entities and their interrelationships relevant
for describing and reasoning about the shop floor from an educational perspective. The ontology is of general
value as illustrated by its usage a) to represent the shop floor of three different companies and b) as a basis for
a number of learning services, i.e., functionally highly specialized software applications that aim at supporting
problem solving and learning of human operators. By referring to the terms defined in the ontology, these
services become reusable, i.e., applicable in other companies than the three they were originally developed for.
It is a lightweight ontology, meaning that it does not use features such as axioms that would allow even
more advanced reasoning but which come with the cost of higher complexity and difficulty of understanding.
The ontology was designed to focus on the production items, states, and processes. Still unclear is a
generally applicable structure of the tasks of human operators for the shop floor. Currently, each of the industry
partners has its own set of tasks, e.g., installation, commissioning, maintenance, repair, operations, or
assembly. Due to the very different, company-specific views on the relevant tasks, we were not yet able to
devise a suitable abstract representation.
Highly relevant is the problem of scalability. Architectures supporting problem solving and knowledge
acquisition will only find widespread application if the cost of applying them to a new setting is reasonably
low. Currently, integrating new content, processes and production machines into APPsist, requires manual
input of the metadata, machine instances, etc., resulting in significant costs. Here, methods of information
extraction that analyze existing documents might allow automating the ontology creation, instance creation
and metadata annotation, and thus enabling low-cost, scalable support of human operators.
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